Paganini Quartet
Plays Here Tonight
The famed Paganini Quartet will
play in Concert Hall tonight at
8:15. Tonight’s concert concludes
a 24-concert tour of 15 states and
Canada.
Tickets for the performance may
be purchased for $2.50, if seats
are available, at the door tonight.
Profits from the concert will go
to the Sinfonia Furid established
by members of the Beta Eta Chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
professional music fraternity. to
advance the cause of music at SJS.
Members of the quartet are
Henri Temianka, first violinist;
Harris Goldman, second violinist,
Lucien Laporte, cellist, and Albert
Gillis
assistant professor of
music at SJS violist.

his own specialty in the art of
mokery.
First violinist Temianka specializes in meat and fish dishes. The
cellist’s specialty is salad dressings.
Outdoor cooking is the preference of second violinist Goldman.
GWis, in contrast to the other
members of the Paganini Quartet,
sticks to American style of cookand french
"just stealc
ing
fries."
Tonight’s program includes
Beethoven’s Quartet No. 11 in F
Minor, Op. 95 ("Serioso"); Prokofiev’s Quartet No. 2 in F Minor,
Op. 92; Ravel’s Quartet in F Major
and Webern’s Five Pieces for
String Quartet, Op. 5.

Stanton ihindssal Case

Court Denies Appeal

PAGANINI QUARTET MEMBERS will present a concert
tonight at 8:15 in Concert Hall. From left are Albert Gillis,
violist and SJS professor; Harris Goldman, second violinist;
Henri Temianki, first violinist and Lucien Laporte, cellist.

By DON DUGDALE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The State Supreme Court
Wednesday denied an appeal by
Assemblyman William F. Stanton.
D-San Jose, stemming from SJS’
refusal to rehire him in 1961 as an
associate professor of economics.
The cotut ruled that only "customary academic and professionl
reasons" were behind the college’s failure to give him tenure
status.
Tenure is granted to professors
after a probationary period to protect them from dismissal.
Stanton and his legislative assistant, former SJS professor Bud

R. Hutchinson, contended they
were denied tenure because they
revealed an alleged agreement to
exclude southern civil rights demonstrators from California state
colleges.
WAHLQUIST EXPLAINS
Dr. John T. Wahlquist, SJS president in 1961, said they were not
rehired because their performance
was inadequate.
Stanton issued a statement soon
after the dismissal ln which he
accused Pres. Wahlquist of operating in an "undemocratic and dictatorial manner."
He termed the latest ruling "a

QUARTET FORMED
One of the world’s foremost
chamber music gmups, the quartet
was formed in 1946. It has played
throughout the world, including
the Edinburgh and Berlin Festivals.
The quartet derives its ruune
from its instrtunents, made for
virtuoso Nicolo Paganini by Stradivarius more than 200 years ago.
They were purchased by a patroness of the quartet for $250,000.
Oldest of the instriunents is the
second violin, made in 1680. The
first violin dates back to 1727
and Gillis’ viola to 1731. StradiVariUS was 91 years old when he Vol. 53
made the cello in 1736.
Temianka, one of the string
quartet’s founders, has studied and
lived in both Europe arid the
United States. He has appeared
as soloist with many orchestras
and written several magazine
articles.
75,000 MILES
Goldman has traveled 75,000
miles in Europe as concertmaster
of the Seventh U.S. Arrny Symphony Orchestra. Currently he is
a member of the University of
Southern California’s music staff
and is working toward his doctorate.
Laporte studied at Conservataire
de Liege and Conservatoire Nationai de Paris, where he won the
Premier Prix. His American career
began with his engagement, as a
cellist with the New York Symphony Orchestra. He is also co
founder of the New World String
Quartet, the Chamber Music
Guild of New York and the original Gttilet String Quartet.
Gillis is a graduate of Yale University and Julliard School of
Music. He is a former president
of the Texas unit of American
String Teachers Association. Gillis
joined the SJS music faculty last
fall.
MUSICIANS COOK
But music is not all the quartet
thinks of, for eac.h member has
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Art Major, Father
To Exhibit Works

Miss Diane Wallace, SJS senior
art major, will display some of her
paintings during intermission and
following the performance of the
Paganini Quartet tonight at 8:15
at Concert Hall. Also on display
will be color photographs by her
father, George Wallace, assistant
professor of photography at SJS.
All the portraits Miss Wallace
will exhibit were painted for an
advanced portraiture class of
Maynard Stewart, professor of art.
Much of the subject matter of the

Justice Douglas
To Speak Here
Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas will speak before the annual Sigma. Delta Chi,
professional journalistic society,
Deadline Dinner, May 6, it was
announced late yesterday by
Michael P. Neufeld, president.
Specific details of the dinner
are still being formulated.

pictures comes from her trip to
Mexico in 1962.
Miss Wallace joined the SJS
art honortu7 society last fall and
has won an award of honorable
mention for excellence in art.
Although Wallace has been interested in photography as a hobby
since high school, he did not study
it academically until after World
War II.
He received a scholarship to the
San Francisco School of Fine Arts
and studied under Ansel Adtuns
and Minor White. He received his
B.A. in 1963 from SJS. A year
later he joined the SJS faculty
to teach photography.
Wallace’s exhibit demonstrates
his efforts to link the sciences and
the arts through the medium of
photography.

Today’s Weather
Santa Clara Valley: Cloudy
weather is forecast by the weather
bureau for both today and Saturday. The predicted high temperature for today is 60-65.

IJS Service OK’

JOHN HENDRICKS
. . . ASB president

’Carpetbaggers’
At ’Flick’ Tonight
"The Carpetbaggers" starring
George Peppard, Carroll Baker,
Robert Cummings, Martha Hyer,
Lew Ayres, Elizabeth Ashley, Martin Balsam, and Archie Moore, will
be tonight’s Friday Flick. Show
times are 6:30 and 9:30 in TH55.
Admission is 35 cents.

Tensegrity Mast Explained
They are not directly connected
to each other.
"It’s been pointed out by Fuller
that almost limitless tension can
be exerted on materials," Hatch

continued, "but most buildings and
structures today are designed
using the continuous compression
principle alone.
"Fuller contends that using the

compression principle alone is not
as efficient as ttsing the continuous
tension principle to absorb stress,"
he explained. "The principle of
this mast uses a combination of
the compression and tensiori principles," he added.
LESS WEI( I IT

NOT PRA( IT! CA L
"The mast as exists has no
practical application not
intended to be practical at thls
time," Hatch explained. "Rather
it is designed to explore discontinuous compression and its relation to continuous tension," he
added.
Hatch explained tensegrity
"the flislon of discontinuous cont.
pression and continuous tension."
"This means that the pipes used
in the structure appear to float.

Phnto by Lou Buonorno
TI IE tENSF.CRITY MAST whwk stands in front of the cafeteria
is shown with the builders, from left, David P. Hatch, associate
p ofessor of art and Don Hall, 25, graduate electrical engineer-r
ing student from Berkeley.

PRINCIPLE PREVAILS
"I think it’s important not that
I prevail, but that the principle
prevail." he emphasized.
Stanton began the fight against
his dismissal with an appeal to
California State College Chancellor
Glenn S. Dunike, who ruled
against Stanton in September,
1962.
Stanton’s ouster was also upheld
by the Santa Clara County Superior Court.
The State Supreme Cotut, in
No. 74
denying the appeal, also upheld the
right of school boards at all levels
of the state school system to dismiss teachers who have not acquired tenure.
Stanton was elected assemblyman in November, 1961, from the
state’s 25th District.

Health Programs
Poor Hendricks

’Tower-Like Thing’
By DICK DANIELS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"What is it and what does it
do?" is the first reaction of mast
students who pa.ss the strange
looking tower apparatus standing
in front of the cafeteria. About
all one can ascertain by looking at
the structure is that it’s a towerlike -- thing.
Actually the structure is a
"transegrity mast" designed by
R. Buckminster Fuller. Fuller, on
campus for a two-month stay, is
SJS’ first scholar-in -residence.
David P. Hatch, a.s.sociate professor of art and Don Hall, 25,
graduate electrical engineering
student from Berkeley, built the
mast last week in ortier to make
students and faculty mem be rs
more aware of Fuller’s achievemen ts.

great disappointment."
"This was a very important case
for all state employees on probationary status," Stanton said yesterday. He charged that as a
result of the decision, "a college
president could call in an employee
and tell him ’I don’t like your
religion’ or ’I don’t like your race’
and he could be discharged without any recourse."
A Superior Court judge ruled
in Stanton’s appeal of 1963 that
"As probationary teachers serving
a one-year contract, the college
president could refuse to renew
their employment without cause."
Stanton indicated, however, that
his 4-year battle is not over. "I
will most likely make an appeal
to the U.S. Supreme Court. I
would like to be there to make
the argument myself."

Hatch explained the main advantage to the tensegrity principle
in buildings and structures is that
it takes less materials and lighter
alloys to build a structure capable
of holding a bigger payload. "It
eould be possible to erect buildants using the tensegrity principle
which weigh only a fraction of
what buildings presently displace,"
I lateh said.
"It would be desirable to use
structures built under the tensegrity principle when we’re able to
launch payloads to the moon and
other planets. The weight saved
in materials would enable man to
carry disassembled building components," tbiteh added.
According to ilateh students interested in working with Fuller
are inviter! to meet with him
Monday at 10 a.m. in the geodesic
dome on Seventh Street.
"Students don’t need a physics
or engineering barkground to work
with him," Hatch emphasized.
"He’ll show any student what he’s
done and allow him to work with
!mu while he’s here," he added.

"The present level of health services at some state colleges is such
that you can’t even get a bandaid," John Hendricks, ASB president, said during a press conference yesterday in the College
Union.
Student health services, Hendricks said, were one of the main
discussion items at the recent
California State College Student
Presidents Association convention
at San Fernando Valley State
College in Northridge.
Two years ago a proposal went
before the state legislature to cut
back college health services by
50 per cent, Hendricks said.
CSCSPA opposed legislation which
would freeze or limit present medical services, he said.
COMPARE FAVORABLY
In comparison to other state
colleges, "SJS and San Diego
State have extensive health services and facillties," Pres. Hendricks stated.
The CSCSPA also recommended
to the California State College
Board of Trustees a change in the
education code making it difficult
to repeal a mandatory student
body fee. At the present time it
talces only one-third of the students’ votes to repeal the fee. The
CSCSPA recommended a required
two-thirds majority.
CSCSPA also passed a resolution requesting the state legislature to restore $45,000 to the state
budget to be used for keeping
rernrds of graduates. The alumni
association previously kept the
records but will be unable to do
so in the future.
In other matters Hendricks disSJS becussed the possibility
ing host for the Associated Student Government of the USA
convention next fall.
EXPENSIVE TRAVEL
"Travel cost is the major problem as MOM of ASG membership
is east of the Mississippi River.
If approved, the convention will

Library Features
Photo Exhibition
A student photography exhibit
is on display through Sunday,
March 6, in the reference nioni
cases of the Central Library,
A display in the North Wing
elevator lobby features cases of
articles and designs by and about
Scholar-in-Residence R. Buckminster Fuller.
Featured in the referenee room
cases are entries in the 1966 all campus Photo Contest sponsored
by Kappa Alpha Mu, national journalism traternity.

be in October or early November
at Asilomar on the Monterey Peninsula.
Hendricks also commented on
Graduate Representative Steve
Larson’s proposal that the Student Council go on record as being opposed to the war in Viet
Nam.
The proposal, he explained, was
simply a parliamentary device, to
have the same effect of holding
hearings on the Viet Nam problem. Larson’s earlier proposal to
hold hearings had been defeated
in council.
The External Policy Committee
will have to hold hearings to make
a recommendation on Larson’s
new proposal.
Hendricks said he disagreed with
Larson on the hearings. "I don’t
believe the conunittee needs to
hold hearings. It is not within the
scope of a college student couricil
that is elected on issues of student government," he stated.
"I do think the student body
should take a stand as far as that
issue affects the students themselves," he added.

Forum Panel
To Analyze
Student Role
The semester’s Open-End Forum
series, sponsored by Tau Delta
Phi, honorary scholastic fraternity,
will begin tonight at 7:30 with a
discussion of "The Campus Turmoil" in ED100.
Analyzing the student’s role in
the changing campus community
will be John Hansen, senior English major, and Steve Larson, ASB
graduate representative.
Mechanization in the college will
be the concern of Dr. Donald Alden, professor of English and a
member of the American Association of University Professors.
Dr. John A. Galm, assistant professor of English and member of
the tutorials staff, will speak on
faculty reorganization and pay.
Dr. William Rogers, professor
of education and representative
to the Academic Senate, will discuss the latter’s role in the college scene.
Moderating the five-member
panel will be forum series chairman Bob Pierce.

Off-Campus Groups
To Visit Open House
Invitations to visit SJS Engineering Division during its open
house today and tomorrow have
been extended to many high
schools and junior colleges as well
as several businesses, the Engineering Division office reports.
Student and department pmjeets
will be on display in the engineering building until 8 p.m. trxiay,
and from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. tomorrow.
Project awards will he made tonight at 8 in Morris Dailey Auditorium, followed by an address by
R. Buckminster Fuller, SJS clistincuished schobir in residence.

Weekend Co-Rec
Weekend i’o-ittee tit be held
tomorron a fte rn on, from 12:30
to 4:30 in the !QS gumnasium.
64mnastic instruction nill be
aailable. There %sill also he
tiadmint on. basketball. volley
hall, table tennis, weightlifting
and so-Miming. co-Re Is open
to the college community with
membership carde.

Fuller will speak on ’"The Impact
of Technology on Society." Projects will be judged by Santa Clara
Valley Chapter of the California
Society of Professional Engineers.
Projects to be exhibited include
a color organ, music-speech discriminator, saline water conversion, thermoelectric generator and
a paving materials lab.
"The task of engineering education is developing young technological .. . material and cultural
challenges inherent in their chosen
profession.
"F:ngineering Open House incorporates the efforts of such men
and shows the creativeness, conscientiousness and resourcefulness
of most. engineering students.
"Engineering Open Hottse typifies the nature of engineering education and engineering practice,"
not es Derek Johnson, student
chairman of engineering open
house,
Assisting Johnson with engineering week is the student executive
committee which includes Robert
Malfanti, Mark Rand, Reino Huttula, Jay Rocky Peterson, John
Segerstrom, Mike Robbins, Stuart
Davidson and James Shea.

Guest Rooni
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Hitler Anallogy
Is ’Misleading’

r-11 SAN JOSE
TOM MEAD

Editor

Advertising Mgr.

JERRY FORD

Editor’s Note: This is the second of
guest, editoriml by Phillip Whitten.

We Where

Yesterday I discussed the difference
between our generation and our loaretatt.the depression and the appeasement at
Munich being detriments. Today we will
examine. the analogy, often imoked by
ilie administration, between Munich and
ict Nam.
The formal paper of George F. Kentian.
former ambassador to Iltis-ia. has
called ihe best -organized and per,ii.i,i% e
statement so far against the Administration’s position in iet Nam. ’Ile statement,
read to the Foreign Relations Committee,
offer, ..... 20 major dissents from the
..-Iiington position and philosophy, hut
it dwelt on the Munich analogy.

Debate Not Valid
e Larson. ASH graduate rep.
resentative. has submitted a proposal
calling for the Student Council to go
on record opposing the war in Viet
Nam.
%Ithough I.arson’s proposal is admirable inasmuch as everyone is oppoied to war whether in Viet Nam
or elsewhere, we question the validity
of the Student Council to debate this
issue as representatives of the ASB.
’lite Council is a legislative body
composed of l8 students who were
elected on issues of local importance.
T4 electorate chose these particular
Mai,. Metals berause they thought they

offered the best -oluti llll to these local
issues.
Now, the electorate see their Council
debating an issue outside the realm
of itnportance to ASB government.
If Larson is sincere in determining
the feelings of the students on the
Viet Nam question, we suggest a campus.wide poll. Let the students speak
out on the question and not the Student Council!
And if the Student Council wants
to go on record opposed to the war. we
strongly suggest they go before the
today and speak
Seventh Street For
as indiv iduals and not as represent :elk es of Hie Atilt.

Local protest groups demonstrated
their displeasure this week. The pro4/
the ’United Technology

test centered

_ Center in Sunnyvale, a producer of
some of the components of napalm.
There seem, to be one main probletn

ith

:tele. If it is successful,

if these people have their way. there
will be no napalm manufactured. This
will be carried over to bullets. torpedoes, NA ll AN1-0 slingshots and prob.
- ably squirt gutts.
The deaths of American soldiers and
civilians i- a profound loss to the country.. The violent death of anyone is

1

Shrouds

Police ’Crackdown’ Here

Any Death Cruel
cruel and shanieful. But our position
in Viet Nam, frequently called untenable, is one of manifest purpose.
The retardation of an ideology sworn
to destroy us is important. The aid of
an ally is our duty, no matter how
long they request it.
The napalm issue is only a symptom.
It signals a desire for a return to the
ninteenth century and our isolationist
policies. This, of course, is not possible
considering the aggressive nature of
our opposition. So long as we remain
in Viet Nam, we must continue to oppose the peril with which we are faced.
L.C.

11% PAT HEFFERNAN
Drivers of SJS arise ... yott’ve nothing
to low but itir citations.
Remember a few semesters hack when
San .10614.S Finest decided ’to cite motorcyclists on a technicality putting three
cycles itt a spave hig enough for eight?
Well, the bike riders decided to show them
%dm was the public servant and who WAS
the public ... and tied up parking around
the campus until the police relented and
ceased the mass ticket distribution.
The police are at it again, and this
time they have announced a "crackdown"
f.%
W110
ride,. drives, or even
walks near the campus.
Ccli-ts lime been jammed into tiny
,p.uy, in ridiculous locations, drivers are
getting meticulously chalked and cited
between classes. and pedestrians are threatened with jaywalking ducats for tr%ing to

Thrust and Parry

Prof. Larsen Explains Alternative
-Daily Article Incorrect,
l’i.i(lent Says
AAL
Editor:
I should 1110. to thank you for the headline in thy Daily last Monday. letting people
know that the Executive Committee of the
SJS Chapter of AAUP had formulated an
alternative to the recent proposal by the
AFT for a collective bargaining election.
Unfortunately, the article underneath the
headline never did say what the alternative
proposal was, although liberal space was des. oust to the reactions of Professor Sperling,
head of the College Council of the teachers’
union.
Under the plan which our Chapter’s Executive Committer supports, the state-wide Academic Senate of the California State Colleges
. would be recognized by the Tru.stees a.s the
prime negotiating agent of the State College
faculty.
The Academic Senate would designate a
: special committee to bargain with the Trus" tees on budget items to be submitted to the
,

Legislature. And the independent faculty organizations, including the AFT and AAUP,
might well have some representation on this
negotiating committee.
Under this plan, the Academic Senate would
have a highly important role, and our independent faculty organization.s would be able
to lend strong support. At the same time, the
independent faculty groups would retain their
independence and the right to offer criticism
and additional or substitute proposals.
Under the union’s plan, on the other hand,
if they are in fact proposing the thing that
is usually understood by a collective bargaining proposal, the winner of an exclusive bargaining agent election would be the only
agency legally entitled to present proposals
having to do with salary matters or such
other fringe benefits as sabbatical leaves.
The Trustees would be legally bound to
pay no attention it) proposals submitted to
them from any other source. This doesn’t
leave much of a role for the state-wide Academic Senate, and we still hope that the
AFT will recognize the desirability of supporting the Academic Senate, rather than
go its own way on collective bargaining.

According to Professor Sperling (as quoted
in Monday’s Daily), those who drafted our
statement "are badly misinformed about the
nature of collective bargaining," although no
specific criticism of our statement is ment ioned.
I regret that Dr. Sperling sees fit to make
such bland assertions about our ignorance.
I can only suggest to him that he call the
National Labor Relations Board office in San
Francisco, and try to set them straight up
there. All of our statements about collective
bargaining were carefully checked with that
office.
Dr. C. M. Lamm
A A 1 I. Chapter Prenident

SJS in Retrospect
15 VEARS4 AGO: The first Bay Area Civil
Defen.se air raid drill took place since World
War II. Disaster Committee Chairman Bill
Hubbard said the 15-minute drill was "satisfactory" with the aid of 55 student police
who helped to control the "panic."

get to class respite the "Walk-Don’t-Walk"
idiot boxes on the corners.
DEMONSTRATION
It’s about time the public-public servant
relationship was demonstrated again, and
ntean demonstrated.
How about a Chalk-Erasing Day, or a
One-Parking-Space-One-Cycle Morning, or
a mass jaywalk-in, or some plain old fashioned anti-parking-regulation dentonstrations.
Let’s see if we can convince the powersthat-be that it is not in our, or their. best
parking limits
interests to have two-1
in the campus area, or eternally empty
reserved spaces in front of the library, or
no parking in front of tile Setetith Street
barricades.
BIG Sl’ACE
Let’s convince the ftszz that two Sprites
all for a
CAN fit into a space big e
Lincoln, or that you can’t %%ail for the
box to flash "WALK" and make it from
CH201 to Ep423 in 10 minutes
or across
the street in five seconds.
The dri%ers of SJS have submitted to
a parking plan designed for a busy c mercial area long enough. It’s time that
the police and the Planning Commission
noticetl that this is a college, not a shopping center.

ikA RTAN DAILY
"."

SELL-OUT
Not withstanding the probability that
Chamberlain was a "bumbler," even
Winston Churchill himself would have had
to "appease" Hitler at Munich. So we
made Munich synonymous for historical
sell-out, never really admitting lo ourselves the chilling realit% of Western help19:38.
lessness
How can people sorb a, \Ir. Rusk seriously expect us to belie%, his parallel
theory? As Royce Brier recintly pointed
out, China has no air fleet or navy of
any consequence. It has not just SliZeli all
of northern India leo/tip:are Austria), and
is not about to seize southeast Asia (compare Czechoslovakia).
Its army is big but unarmored, and it
has no organized supply lines and comm .... ications capable of projecting masses
of troops into territory contiguous to
China. Although China is certainly a revolution-oriented country, its leaders c
t
he called Hitters by any stretch of the
imagination.
DOMINATION
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"No episode in modern history has been
more misleading ... because Hitler Ikas a
.....tie
%%hose behas ior forms
unique
no pattern for e%ents in Asia," slated
Dr. 1961111111111.
hi autumn 193ft the Third Reich was
the most powerful nation our old globe
hail yet seen: this power was particularly
manifest in the air, under the water and
in the ground armor. Britain and France
had no anti-aircraft defense systems and
to have defied Hitler at that time might
!MVP
meant the destruction of London
and Paris.

. TOM MEAD
JERRY FORD
JEFF STOCKTON
PAT HEFFERNAN
LAVELLE JACKSON
SHARON OSAKI
....
PAUL SAVOIA
SUE BETHARD
PAT SHARP
DAVID LEBSCH

in the coming years China’s "sphere of
influence" will spread until it eventually
do
ates the Asian subcontinent. As Hans
Morganthau has said: "The issue China
poses is political and cultural predominance.
"The United States can no more contain
Chinese influence in Asia by arming South
Viet Nam and Thailand than China could
contain influence in the
estern Hemisphere by a
g, say, Nicaragua and Costa
ica."
Mr. Kennan was unable to comprehend
the U.S.’s Munich analogy for one good
reason. It simply does not have any validity in the real world.

Weekend SKI
Rentals
iletal HART Skis
.upreury & Standard with

Poles

Holiday or Galaxie with Poles
Buckle Boots Available

DUET
$5

If

San Carlon St.

Filet-0’-Fish
/ook

for the Golden Arches "

-.agovillIcDonald’s
Rep

3

inter ectitipment are available at the Annie
reaAnnahle rate..

Mel Cotten’s Rentals
1266 W.

FOR A
NEW TASTE TREAT
McDonald’s
’

l’irk.up anytime Thorn. or Fri. return Mon.
Moo other Ake and

to
McDonald’s

$6
6.50

Wood Skis, Poles & Boots
Standard Ski Racks
Deluxe Ski Racks with Locks
Ski Stretch Pants

294.1483
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MISLEADING

Rabble Rouser

Staff Editorial

two-part

M. U S. 691 011 1640044,4 Com 1964
C46916191McDonaid CMO. 1064

3rd & San Carlos

Crisp. goldn Filet 0’ Fish served
piping hot on a plump. toasted
bun with plenty of tangy tartar
sauce lo give you a real deep sea
treat you’ll love.

San Jose

INFATRE

WORLD’S FIRST THEATRE WITH AL,

PEI’.

SEATS

PRESENTS:

NOMINATED FOR
BEST ACTOR AWARD

RICHARD BURTON 1
THE SPY
CAME IN
FROM THE COLD’
Mimi/38 1111

FRIDAY A fl 54161V1WAY
RESERVATIONS Accuerfs,

738 FAST ELCAMINO REAL
Betwoon Wolfe Rood o

Fair
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Oak’s Aronut

ASB Interviews

1

World Forum

Alt Interviews are held and
sign up shis-ts and applications
ure mailable isi the College
I mon.

Missile Salvo

MONDAY
VANDF.NBERG AF/3
-The Air Force scored a first yesIntramural Board; 2:30 p.m., vacancies to be filled are director. terday when two Minuteman intercontinental ballistic missiles thini:
assistant to the director, inter- derecl simultaneously from their underground silos in a "salvo" launch
fraternity chairman, inter -dormi- from. this coastal base.
tory chairman, tepre,ent,itive-atlarge and athletic reptesentative.
King-Muslim Meet
Human Relatlans C’oi lllll iwon:
CIIICAGO (UPI; The ite. Martin 1.1.0ar king met with Ma";
2 p.m., chairinan needtal,
supremacist Elijah Muhammad Wechiesda night, cracked a joke
TUESDAY
about them both being "Georgia lx,ys," and .1.!reeci to forrn a "comStudent Council Senior Representative: 2 p.m. must t? in clear mon front" with thr. Black Muslin’s to tirto
academie standing. a meinbcr of
the Senior Class and
ro other
major elective or appointive position.
Student Council Freshman Representative: 3 p.m., must be io
clear academic standing, a n...,
ber of the Freshman Class
huh’ no other major eleetiv, o.
appointive position.

ri tTT.V-3

Fuller Boosts United Nations
At Wednesday MUN Meeting

"Creation of the
N. %.tts one
of the greatest moments in history. The U.N. is the beginning
of it world man."
So stated R. Bucknainster Fuller,
SJS distinguished scholar in residence, speaking to members of
the Model United Nations ciass
Wednesday In the Seventh Street
geodesic dome.
Fuller also explained that in his
Wallace’s Wife To Run
travels around the world he found
MONTGOMERY, Ala. (UPI, Gov. George Wallace, in a last "humanity extraordinarily wellditch effort to remain in sower, yesterday anncunced his wife, Lur- disposed toward humanity." He
leen. as a candidate "in name only" for go.ernor.
went on to note that politicians

ustiall) destro) this leeling,
creating artificial geographic distinctions.
The visiting scholar also offered
several observations on Africa, including "The spontaneous art form
that came out of Africa stimulated
the art of Picasso and Mondrian."
He remarked that few educated
Africans remain in Africa; they
can easily get scholarships to the
united States, or to Russia and

ttie) usuall) don t ieturn to Africa.
Fuller also displayer, and explained a map of the world he
designed. The map, Fuller said,
gives an almost totally undistorted
view of all aresis of the world.
The scholar remarked that moat
of the w:orld’s population is located
within 1,000 miles of the freezing
line tpoint along which the temperature drops below freezing
sometime during the year’.

MEN
Part time

employment open

An
ALCOA
(CUte0 CUtiery Subsidiary)
Sales and customer ser.ice
pomitiotis now ’,petted %id’
opportunities leading to full
time sales and management
poaitions up011 gradtiat*

SCHOLARSHIP

See Mr. Lawo in Centennial Hall,
Room 1St. 3:30 p.m.. March 3

In Latin America

Speaker Foresees Revolutions

WEDNESDAY
C
unity Ser. Iee t:’
ttee,
2 p.m., vacancy is chairman.
1966 Homeeotaing Cu
Mee;
"We are going to have to exchairman, 2 p.m., applications acpect more Castro-like revolutions
cepted now.
to occur in Latin America." predicted Lewis Mangani. former SJS
history professor, in a lecture sponDr. James Savvrey, professor of sored by the SJS Democratic Club,
psychology, will speak on "Fear yesterday afternoon in CH226.
"Revolutions have always taken
Conditioning" tonight, in
at 8.
The talk, open tu the public, is place during times of improvespon.sored by Psi C’hi, honorary ment, and today the masses of
society for psychology majors.
Latin America are beginning to

’Fear’ Lecture

HOWARD’S

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
featuring

Chef’s Special
STEAK & EGGS $1.55

1.11
Try our large variety of
quality meals at reasonable prices
Complete Fountain Service
WALK ON OVER
7fh and Santa Clara

tr tt.RT

Folday, Febrttary 25, MB

One Block from SJS

seek a higher level of aspiration," I
he said. While explaining historic!
forces and values in the Latin na-1
tions, Mangani charged that the
Alliance for Progress is "Ideologically faulty."
"You can’t take a machete away
from an Indian and expect him to
understand tluit you are trying
to help him. He would rather cut
yillAr head off."
Mangani, who holds an M.A.
in Latin American history from
the University of California at
Berkeley, is presently working for
his Ph.D. at Berkeley. "I don’t
study Latin America as a romantic but as a historian," Mangani
told the crowd of some 50 students.
In explaining his topic, "Latin
America - Conflict and Crisis."
Mangan’ asserted that the influence of the state plays a very
small role in the mental outlook
to life of the masses.
According to the former SJS
professor, the most important influence on the Latin American is
his family. "They have a closeknit, extended family unit which
is supposed to meet many of the
social needs that we associate with
government."
Mangani further pointed out
that it is this strong family feeling that leads dictators to install
members of their family on the

government payroll and to look at
themselves as a father image of
the country.
"It doesn’t matter if a president or a dictator has been unusually corrupt. He will honestly
feel that he has been good for
his people and that they need
him."
Returning to the role of the
united States in Latin America,
he proclahned that our nation has
backed itself into a dilemma in
dealing with our southern neighbors.
"We play a double game by
trying to aid them in their economic progress and yet maintain
our own economic interests."
Mangan’ will conclude his twopart series on Wednesday night
at 7 in CH227, when he v.ill speak
on "Latin American Revolutions."

Got brains?
Got drive?
Cot imagination?
Got stamina?

PASSIONATE
PAISLEYS
matching tie and handkerchief set

6.45

Guaranteed to set any heart beating faster!
Ties of imported European silk in bold,

.
Careery.n Aaventure
at Senora! Electric

exciting paisley patterns ... the most "in"
neckwear a man can own! Colorful. Devilmay-care. Sophisticated.
Handkerchief 2.95
Tie 3.50

.

TO: General Electric Company
570 Lexington Ave., Rm. 801-C
New York, N. Y. 10022
Gentlemen:
Show me what it’s like to be one of
ihe new generation of idea men at
tieneral Electric. Where I might work.
What I’d do. What kind of people I’d
work with.
Send me my free copy of the 20page booklet "Careers in Adventure,"
filled with full -color photographs that
show G.E.’s young men and women
at work in today’s most challenging
fields: electronics, urban lighting and
transit design, aerospace and computers, jet propulsion and nuclear
power and all the rest.

Name
(01,A6C

roomr)

College or University
Address
State

City

Zip

Got a pencil?
Frankly, General Electric is after the cream of
the 1966 crop of graduates.
Not just the top engineers. And not just the
top scientists. But the outstanding graduates in
other fields: economics, business, law, accounting and the liberal arts as %ken.

Sec for yourself what )ott could be doing
next year. Fill out the coupon for a copy of our
booklet "Careers in Adventure."
And talk to the man from G.E. during his
next campus visit. Come to General Electric,
v.:here the young men are important men.

Prgress /s Our Most important Product

GENERAL

SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.
SAN ANTONIO CENTER SHOP MONDAY THRU
VALLEY FAIR SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p.m.

ELECTRIC

Tr.ictily.askrEgi), 25. 1908
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IT’S SERVICE THAT COUNTS!

AT SILVA . . .
YOU CAN COUNT ON IT
At Silva Service, you can be sure of
the finest care for your car. In addition, we offer cash value stamps and
honor all credit cards.
Cosh Value Stomps Given
All Cred.t Cards Honored

78

S. 4th St.

SILVA SERVICE

Lofe for Class’)

295-8968

Are II Park If for You

ant to Eat Ont
But allet a Little Thin?
Nerer Fear, Archie’s is Near
Tr, Oar . . .
Small Steak S1.25
Round Steak S1.25
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread SLIS
Jumbo Burger on
French Bread .85
All of the abore
complete with trimmings

ardues

545 S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking

geaktous
gill A eane

d

3rd & San Carlos St.
(One Block From Campus)

COMPETITION TIRES
"BL1 E STREAK RACI1G TIRES"
ALI. 15" SIZES IN

"A Man for .\ -;,;asons," bY
Robert Bolt opens Friday. March
4 at College Theater. Dir.tcted
hy Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, proCtssor of drama the play is the
Drama Department’s first production of the spring semester.
Other performances are scheditled for Saturday. March 5. and
Wednesday through Saturday.
Nlarch 9, 10, 11 ancl 12. Tickets
are on sale at the College Theater Box Office in the Speech
:Ind Drama Building from 1 to
5 p.m. Admission is 75 cents for
students with student body cants
and si.rio for the general public.
The drama takes place in 16th
,..ntury England. Stanley A.
5nderson Jr. portrays Sir Thom, More, lord chancellor of Eng$
drid at the time of Henry VIII’s
kpute with the Pope over an,thnent of the king’s marriage
Catherine. The controversy
..kulted in the crown’s break
. Oh the papacy and the establishment of the Church of England.
MISS Judith Radu plays L.9dy
Alice More, Sir Thomas’s ’wife.
The cionmon Man, portrayed
by W.
Vittlay, represents the

Syrnphork Band
Plays at Palo Alto
The SJS Symphonic Band will
perform two concerts this morning at 10:50 and 11:40 at Henry
(lunn High School in Palo Alto.
’Phis is the band’s first appearwee at a high school this year,
.1(1 Director George Longazo,
tistant professor of music.
The band will play the same
,,:nhers scheduled for its SJS
,dicerts Tuesday and Wednesi, March 1 an(’ 2. at 8:15 p.m.
Concert Hall. However, the
ki octal. said, they will be per’, ,ined in a different fashion.
-Final Performances
Tonight 8. Tomorrow Night at 8:30
Peter Shaffer’s
Public Eye Private Ear
Friday Night Only
Special SJS Student Rate
$1.25
A.R.T.
25 W. San Salvador
Reservations 297-4797

people tlwoughout the production and serves to tic together
the various scenes.
Costumes are designed by Ronald Gloekler, graduate student.
J. Wendell Johnson, professor
of drama, designed the set.

’Oh Dad’
Reviewed
ByRosenberg
By CHARLOTTE WONG
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Speaking on the significance
of Kopit’s "Oh Dad, Poor Dad,
Mamma’s Hung You in the
Closet and I’m Feelin’ So Sad"
to a capacity audience in Cafeteria rooms A and B, Dr. Rosenberg attempted to explain the
tragic fame in existential terms.
Chief character Madame Rosepettle, who hangs the stuffed
remain-s of her husband in the
closet and who locks her son up
because he is "susceptible to
trees and to sluts and to sunstroke." was regarded by the
reviewer as "a study of bad
faith."
Dr. Rosenberg said he believes
that the widow is fleeing from
the imperfections of life and that
her had faith is especially exemplified in her domination of
her son and in her prejudgment
that no one is worthy of her
love.
Despite the murder of a young
girl, two Venus’s fly-traps and a
piranha fish at the play’s conclusion, Dr. Rosenberg said he
does not feel the play is pessimistic.
"Life must be faced on its own
terms," Dr. Rosenberg emphasized.
A magazine interview with
Kopit quoted him:
"Comedy is a very powerful
tool. The situation the world is
in now is so serious that it is
almost funny. Man finds himself
getting smaller and smaller.
Yott can take a tragic situation
just so seriously. You have to
eitablish distance from it
which comedy can do--in order
to ccnsider it at all.’’

Photo by Lou Buonorn,
STANLEY A. ANDERSON Jr. portrays Sir Thomas More and
Miss Judith Radu appears as his wife, Lady Alice More, in "A
Man for All Seasons," the Drama Department’s first production
of the spring semester. Tickets, 75 cents for students and $1.50
general admission, may be purchased at the College Theater Box
Office in the Speech and Drama Building from I to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. The play will open Friday, Marclu4.

Professor Calls Concert
’Unique Experience
RIR IIARD It. JESSON
Professor of Musk
Devotees of baroque music
and record sales indicate their
recent amazing growth filled
Concert Hall Tuesday evening
for a unique and sati.sfying experience: unique because the von
Karajan Baroque Organ Ensemble is the only such group
in the history of music; satisfying by reason of the authoritative musicianship and good
taste displayed by the three
artists Wolfgang von Kara
jan, his wife Hedy and Wolfgang
Wunsch.
To an organist it might seem
hardly "cricket" for three players to perform music written
originally for one comparable
to using nine men in the outfield! Still. this division of labor
did produce an amazing smoothness and clarity, and a variety
of color which one person w3uld
find impossible to achieve on the
rather unmanageable tracker
organ.
It was a delight to hear from
the pipes of this organ (although
played by three persons from
four keyboards, it is essentially
ONE instrument) the clear, unforced, liquid tones of low wind
pressure origin. This is a quality
of tone almost forgotten by the
builders of the "mighty" organs
of 1860-1970, those titzimmoth.

:,rock

Now! You can just say

"Charge It"

"HIGH PERFORMANCE BLUE DOT"
775.11

Shearing ’
To Play
Thursday

Drama Production
To Open Next Week

$19.93 plus EXCISE TAX

Wnen 12,ying new books, used
books, poper backs or remainders
at the State Book Shop. Any approved oil company or other credit
..d T[l

SPECIAL SI DEWALL TIRES
SIZE 775.11 RED LINES
$19.95 plat, EXCISE TAX

State Book Shop

Dylan Thomas’s "The Doctor
and the Devils" will he presented
May 6 and 7 at Studio Theatre
;is this semester’s major show
in oral interpretation.
Dr. Dorothy Hadley, associate
professor of drama, directs the
play, which will be produced in
readers’ theatre form. Dr. Hadley said that. as far as she
knows, the screenplay has never
before been pmdueed.
Written in 1944, "The Doctor
and the Devils" is based on the
historical case of Dr. Knox, a
19th century Edinburgh anatomist. The trial of Burke arid Hare,
Irish laborers who supplied Dr.
Knox with bodies for research
and study through mass murder,
is the ba.sis of the present acts
of Parliament covering the
source of cadavers for anatomical study.
To meet British censorship,
the names of the historical
figures have been changed in
the screenplay..

SALE
on

/1
r ,r

Imported Sweaters up to 1/3 off

SPORTING GOODS
)\ERSE

N.1 orld Famous After Ski Boots

\ I -,111)1

s7.95

Pant.

WILSON & RAWLINGS SOFTBALL
$5.95
GLOVES

1 /:3 off

1/4 off

Poles }/5

off

phis

AND UP

FREE DRAWING

W1SON & RAWLINGS GOLF
AND TENNIS EQUIPMENT

OlscOUNT To sis

5 Da’s Trip to

Flower

MAMMOTH

STUDENTS

3111 & SAN CARLOS)
PlIONF 29R-3060

Flowers

Runs March 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12
Curtain 8:15 p.m.
College TIleatre
General Adm. ,41.50
SJSC Students 75c
BOX OFFICE 5T1-1 AND SAN FERNANDO STS.
Phone 294-19:31
Open 1-5 p.m.

010is 5
STORE FOR MEN

LEVI PANTS ...
all colors and cords

LEVI JACKETS ...
lined end unlined
Sheepskin lined

SAIESTEAN
"="=-ZIR

Corsages

9:00 9:30 p.ni.

CINEMA
552 South Bascom

rnrEmAN’s
840 Town $ Country Village
1

398 South First

Corner of Post

TOWNE

G AY

292-8278 400 Siruth First

"THE LOVED ONE"
and

285-5005

Occasions

In the tradition of Irme la Douce
"THE SECRET OF
NINA DUPREZ’’

292-0462

Also Sophia Loren in
"DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS’

lOth & Santa Clara

46 So. MARKET

295-7238 1433 The Alameda
297-3060
A Film for All Americans to See.
Italian agent 38-24-36
in
"CHINA"
"THE TENTH VICTIM"
In color, also
and
"JIGSAW"
’’THE CONJUGAL BED"

N. 13th to Gish Rd.

for all

VESTS and JACKETS

SCREEN SCENES

AUTO MOVIE

cr,orz-r
244 S

A Dratna Department Production

SAN JOSE

ill,

and
Tonight

By Robert Bolt

"THE HORIZONTAL
LIEUTENANT"

Shop

Come in and sign up

A eatte

A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS

STUDIO
Bakma.s

COMPLETE STOCK OF FISHING TACKLE

Open For

Box Office

Dr. Hadley
Directs Play

389 So. Firs+ St.
297-4797
Open Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Saturday until 6 p.m.

Ski Equipment

heavily blown instruments which
tried to equal the symphony
orchestra many times over.
A big vote of thanks is due
the Associated Students Spartan
Programs Committee for making
this experience possible.

Quintet,
(;ciiige
first spring perk:Ent:ince of IN.
Associated Students’ W’itshington Square Pop Series, will appear at Morris Dailey Auditorium Thursday, March 3, at
8:15 p.m.
Tickets are available at the
Student Affairs Business Office,
Building R. for $2.50 general admission and $1.50 students.
Both a composer-arranger and
jazz pianist, Shearing is noted
for "September in the Rain" and
"Lullaby of Birdland."
Since one of his favorite forms
or humor is the pun, Shearing
has been accused of writing
composition titles with a ballpoint pun. A song dedicated to
his wife Trixie is entitled "How’s
Trix?" "Lee’s Blues," which is
named after his Golden Retriever, is subtitled "You Ain’t
Nothin’ But a Guide Dog."
The final performer in the
Washington Square Pop Series
is Theodore Bikel, guitarist and
folk singer, who will appear on
campus May 5.
Bikel played Mary Martin’s
leading man in Rodgers and
Hammerstein’s "The Sound of
Music" for two years and was
nominated for an Academy
Award in 1959 for his role in
"The Defiant Ones."
Fluent in seven languages,
Bike! sings songs from 20 lands
in their native tongues.

294-5544

"LA POUPEE"
(Sin on the ceiling)
and Peter Sellers in
"THE BIG TIME OPERATORS"

SARATO
14502 Big Basin Way.

A
0 6 7 3 n r.

Rod Steiger
in
"PAWNBROKER"
Down lights, ttp music,
on with the flirkering srro.
hole ’,seri-.
rp
110011. again 10 die,mi.

Sloppy SiS Dumps Waves;
Face Lions Tomorrow !Alight
Ily i .1 I. SAVOIA
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
SJS basketbullers broke their
three-game losirig suing last night,
but were very unimpressive in
doing so.
At the end of the sloppy, poorly officiated contest in the Spartan
gym, the locals prevailed over the
weak Pepperdine Waves, 90-83.
The Spartans, now 6-5 in West
Coast Athletic Conference play,
will have to add a little polish if
they expect to get by Loyola toMOITOW night in an 8 p.m. contest
in the Spartan gym.
SJS has defeated Loyola twice
this season, 67-62 in the WCAC

Final Swim Dual
Slated Tomorrow

tournament anti 66-64 two weeks
ago in Los Angeles.
However, the way the Spartans
played last night, previous scores
will mean nothing. In its first
game with Pepperdine, SJS broke
a school record in whipping the
Waves 101-79.
Last night, scoring help came
from unexpected places, as guard
John Keating provided the spark
for the win.
Keating, carrying a 5.1 scoring
average Into the contest, exploded
for a seasonal high of 18 points,
including six in a row at a crucial
pr.int midway through the second
halt
Pepperdine closed a 10-point
Spartan lead to two, 67-65, with
9:15 left to play when Keating
started his streak.
First it was a fast break layin
off an assist by Pete Newell, then
a set atop the key and finally a
jumper from the right corner.
After he finished his show, the
Spartans were In front 73-65 and
Peppercline didn’t come closer than

Spartan vt’aterdogs end a successful dual campaign tomorrow
when they journey to the University of Pacific for an 11 a.m.
swim-off.
UOP squeaked to a one-point
win last year and Tom O’Neill’s
swimmers seek to swamp their
Stockton foe.
The mermen had a double dual
against Denver and San Francisco
Re% enge is the vvord for Spartan
State yesterday, but results were
unavailable at press time.
wrestlers, who travel to UCLA
tomorrow hoping to avenge the
Bruins for an early season 21-14
loss.
Coach Hugh Mumby boasts a
stronger lineup for the Saturday
afternoon battle and expects a
Seasonal bests by all perform- tough fight.
erS
are needed tomorrow night
The Pomona match, scheduled
when SJS gymnasts travel to San for tonight, has been cancelled
Francisco State for a 7:30 dual because the Cal Poly coach claimed
encounter.
a schedule conflict.
Another strong showing by Tony
The SJS matmen shut out San
Coppola and a healthy Jeff Wolfe Francisco Wednesday night 28-0
are needed by coach Clair Jennett to up their season record to 7-5-1.
if the Spartans are to upset the Dan Swenson and Ron Matheson
Gators. Jennett notes that SFS took matches by falls. Dennis Runusually hits 145 points a meet, yon, Dave Austin, Loren Miller,
while the Spartan gymnasts’ sea- Gary Scardina, Cy Lucas and Rich
son high is 140.
Popejoy took decisions.

Matmen Go South;
After Bruin’s Hide

Gymnasts Need
Seasonal Bests

FRIDAY
MARCH 18
8:30 p m.
Masonic Auditorium. S.F.

four the retnuinder of the tilt.
Spartan ace S. T. Saffoid led
scorers with 26, hitting on 11 of
17 field goal attempts. For his
three-year varsity career, he has
now accumulateti 988 points.
A mere 12 points. some five off
his average, will Ming him to the
coveted 1,000 mark tomorrow
night.

Spartan Trackmen
In Weekend Meets
After competing against the I u,st
in the nation tonight in the Golden
Gate Invitational track meet, Spartan cindermen enterain the Santa
Clara Youth Village and Santa
Clara University tomorrow afternoon.
The Golden Gate meet gets underway in San Francisco’s Cow
Palace tonight at 8, while the
three-way meet is scheduled for
the Spartan track at 1.30 p m.

’Froqi Baseha!!ers hdokas on Road; """’""""
Battle at Berkeley Horsehiders Fail Opener;
Seek Firs[ Win

947ARTAN DAILY- --.1

The SJS freshman baseball team
tries for Its first win of the season
again 10day when it meets thv
powerful Santa Clara frosh.
Game time is 3 wit. at the freshman diamond.
A six -run Hartnell Junior College burst in the final inning
Wednesday handed the Spartababes their second setback in as
many games, 19-9.
Key blows in Hartnell’s gameclinching rally were a two-run single by substitute Tod Mack and
a two-run round tripper by Hartnell’s catcher and captain, Steve
Ricca.
The game highlight for SJS occurred in the second inning when
catcher Barry Btggio blasted a
grand slam homerun.

Former Spartan pitcher Nary
haunted his old teammate% with a two-hitter yesterday as the Philadelphia Rookies
spoiled the varsity’s season’s
debut with ate 8-2 eletory at
Municipal Stadium.
--- Spartan baseballers get the 1966
season in full swing tomorrow
when UC Davis invades Municipal
Stadium for a double header beginning at 12 noon.
Starting on the mound for the
Spartans will be letterman Bill

Schmidt mid College w
it Mateo
tran.sfer Gene Hessler.
Sophomore Charlie Nave will
lead off and play right field. Veteran Dan Van Bogaert will do the
catching and hit in the number
t wo position.
The power spots in the line-up
will be filled with shortstop Tom
Brandi, second sacker Tony. Hernandez and left fielder Dave
Giglio,
Rounding out the starting lineup will be Steve Egg at third
base, DitVe Mettler in center field
I and Pat Duggan, first base.

FARAH’

481 E. San Carlos
between 10th and 11th

a

SLACKS

and let the chicks
fall where they may!

via

bawl
UNITED
agor

fWA

Jets
tr)

Paris:
Returns

DEPARTS:

June lath TWA
June 20th UNITED/IBERIA
June 22nd AAL/IBERIA

From
New York

Sept. eth
Sept. 5th
Aug. Is+

$331 00

$563 FROM SAN FRANCISCO
ROUND TRIP. 13.,. .
.r, rate, Children half fare, Youth 1,,
’,ible.

Inc.
ROUND 1Rir

STUDENTS!
FACULTY!
FAMILY!

She’s head over wheels
for the man in trim,
Ask about our Europe by all means student tour, Auto Purchase/
Rental plans available, Eurail passes.

IADMISSION: $2.50,53.50 and $4.50

smartly-styled
Farah Slacks.

RESERVE NOW1

Tickets: For San Francisco at Downtown Center B.O., 325 Mason Street,
(PR 5-2021); for Berkeley at Sherman/Clay B.O., 2135 Broadway, Oakland
(HI 44575); for San Jose at San Jose B.O., 40 W. San Carlos (CY 5-0111111).
d stamped envelope for mail orders.
Enclose self-add

cow k( T

ANTHONY ENGSTROM

297-0428
51 So. 19th

11_9
^

Doubleheader Tomorrow

Make your appearance in

Custom Cleaners

SUNDAY
MARCH 20
8:30 p.m.
San Jose Civic Auditorium

.

REBOUNDING ACIR)
Latest SJS basketball statistic!:
show that forward S. T. Saffold
has grabbed almost 100 more rebounds than his closest teammate,
ernter Frank Tarrantts.

Europe ’661

SATURDAY
MARCH 19
8:30 p m.
Burkeley Community Theater

.

judokas tracl to lierkel,
Sunday to compete in the Centc, [
Coast Promotional tournament.
On Sat urday Spartans Paul
Maruyarna and Vim, Koga
be
in Seattle competing in the AAU
regional championships.
Last Wednesday SJS beat California 65-62 in a dual meet. Spartan winners were Ron Mai, Bill
Bruneau. Tim Anderson, Nask
Kunckle, Bill Gouln, Keith Pickard and Larry Dobashi.

SJS Grad Student
in Business

FARAH

Campui leefigiouJ

MANUFACTURING

CO., INC.

SLACKS, JEANS and
WALK SHORTS with

"1-

PIN

EL PASO, TEXAS

u

.

ROGER
WILLIAMS
FELLOWSHIP

Titi-t)

SPARTAN
THIS SUNDAY

GOD LOVES YOU,

. .

9:45 a.m.: Production in Suffering
5:45 p.m.: Campus Crusade for Christ
presents the program

Grace Baptist Church
American Baptist Convention
4114 East San Fernando

WORSHIP HIM THIS

Spartan Tri-C is a student Baptist organization.
3rd and San Antonio Streets.

8:45 a.m. and 7:45 p.m.
Church Service
Bible Classes 10 a.rn.

rrn.

1011171111VM12111111MITRI

for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

George "Shorty" Collins
Baptist College Chaplain
John M. Akers, Pastor

WEEK

First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community

Wesley
Foundation
(Methodist
Student Cnter)
441 So. 10th St.

8:30 & II
9:45 a.m.
5:45 p.m.
198 S. 2nd St., San Jose

Sunday
6 p.m. Worship
6:30 p.m.
Supper (40c)
Sunday, March 6
"The Purpose of Mon Spool’, R Burltm,nster Fuller
Other Act,illes
Throughout the Wek
Worship Sunday
St. Paul’s
First
!Santa Clara & 51h San Salvador & I CH h
8 I I a.m.
cm.
9
)0
9:30 8 I I

2 blocks from school

,

-

Morning Worship
College "Seminar"
Tri-C Club

Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 So. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and I I
College discussion group 9:45 p.m.

9:30 a.m. Lutheran Worsh p
11 a.m.
United Cam pus
Christian %M.Th.\

Lenten Vespers: Wednesdays: 7:15 p.m.
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor
292-5404
R. Fiedler, Director of Music; G. Otte, Vicar 294-7033
.1.

Chapel
of
ILToneiliation
300 s. 10111

En

Newman-Catholic Student Center
ChaplainsFather L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday 11:40 a.m. only
Lecture Series: "Catholics and Protestants"
(The decree on Ecumenism)
by
Fr. Thome; Fry, Assistant Pactor.
5, t., i
ihurch, San Jc;e,

79 South 5th

295-1771

Friday, February 25, 1958

11-8PARTAM DAILY
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Psych Instructor
Co -Authors Book

SALE!
Books up to 96% off I

Students interested In sumMrs. Joan 11. Bailey, assistant mer positions should contact
professor of psychology, last month Mrs.
Margo Keller, student
had her book, "Contemporary Psyplacement Interkiewer, in the
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
chology Experiments: Adaptations Pliwenient Center, ADM2S4, for
sieve., Creek & Winchester
for the Laboratory," published by further information.
San Jose’s Big Bookstore
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. The book
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
was co-authored by Professor John SVEDNESDAY, March 16
Serving Lairjernia Since IM5I
California State Personnel
65.000 BOONS 75.000 CARDS
Jung of York University, Toronto,
Board; CE majors with completion
Canada.
of junior year for positions as civil
engr. on hwys., bridges, and water
developments. U.S. citizenship required.
"I sprang to the

Futee 1.1. Col. George R.
Smith, director of education for
Air Force ROTC programs for
1E12 detachments across the nation, Ls visiting SJS today.
Col. Smith is touring college
AFROTC detachments to interview AFROTC cadets and instructors about the AFRO’TC academic program.

ri,Books

Editors Seeking
Magazine Models

stirrup,

and foris, and he;
I sat upon foris,
the third gtry on me."
-from

Atoto
4nIOEMS
Famous first and
infamous second lines

by Richard Armour
Mus. by Eric Gurney
The master history-twister and classics-redassifier turm
impious reversifier. Complete with facetious footnotes
PRENTICE-HALL
At all bookstores. $1.50

ANNOUNCEMENTS 11 /

HELP WANTED 14)

June mad Summer graduates
may sign for interview appointments BOW in the Placement
Center, ADM234.
MONDAY
American

FOR RENT. Large 3 bedroom house.
Plenty of parking space. IV2 blocks from
men’s gym. 293-5760.

C

Can

tatty;

IT,

!Nominations Open
For Outstanding
SiS Professors

GIRL to share modern apt. June & Feb.
paid. 230 San Salvador, * 9. 297-3499. I

c.roiyn.

I BEDROOM furnished apt. $75. Married
couples only. 295-8121 after 5 p.m.
MUST SELL contract for unapproved fur nished apt. 1 bedroom. $100 per month.
718 S. 10th. # 4.

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything.
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
Collea e. San Pike,
Calif 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One time

One time

Three times Five times

TRANSPORTATION 191

3 lines

1.50

2.25

2.50

4 lines

2.00

2.75

3.00

5 lines

2.50

3.25

3.50

6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addi
bona! line

3.00

3.75

4.00

RIDE NEEDED FROM Sante Cruz for
Mon., Wed., Fri. classes. 423./563. Doris.

.50

.50

RIDE available or form car pool from
Palo Alto daily. Call Scott 322.3067.

5

RIDE NEEDED from Summit Road for
Tues. & Thurs. 8:30 a.m. class. Call
354-1938.

To place an ad:

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
Lost and found (6)
Personals (7)
Services (8)
0 Transportation (9)

0
O
0
El
O
CI
[71

Visit the
Classified Adv. Office -J206

City

Address

(Please Print)
Phone

- -

sash

We take only 54.
Why give away 30%
Some place else?
i CALL
i 654-2696
iSun., Tiles , Thurs., evenings.
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

MONDAY
Associated Students, 7 p.m.,
Cafeteria A and
ASB Publicity
Seminar for representatives of
campus organizations and ASB
cotrunittees. RSVP . . . College
Union, exten.sion 2628.

March 1
CIRCUIT DESIGN
SYSTEM ENGINEERING
TEST and EVALUATION
Openings for MS & BS in Electrical
Engineering to work in the field of
instrumentation for communications
and advanced systems measurements.

TUESDAY
Alpha Phl Omega, 7:30 p.m..
Cafeteria A and B, formal rush,
all interested men invited. speaker
Dr. Stanley C. Benz, dean of! students.
t4tudent Math Society, 1::30 p.m.,
MH423.

Palo Alto location- high pay sae

%A/MYRON
COMPANY
930 East Meadow Drive

spring?
Bring them

Mgmt., ME, IE, and ChE majors
for positions as mgmt. traineepmd. supervisor. U.S. citizenship
required.
Weidinahouse Electric Corp.; EE
and ME majors for positions in
research and development, design
and application engrg., manufacturing engrg., tech. marketing and
purchasing. U.S. citizenship required.
The Boeing Company; CF., EE,
IE. ME, Mat. Sci., Math, Physics,
IT, and Aero (Maint. and Op.)
for positions in associate engineering and others as appropriate. U.S.
citizenship required.
TUESDAY
The Boeing Company; See Monday for information.
Phillips Petroleum Company Atonde Energy Division; ME, ChE,
1E, Chem. (no organic), Math and
Physics majors for positions in
research and development and operation of experimental atomic
powered reactors. U.S. citizenship
required. No advanced R.O.T.C. required.
Wiltron Company; F3E majors
for positions ln instillment and
systems design in the field of instrumentation. U.S. citizenship requimd.
California State Government :
lib. arts or business adm. majors
for positions in acctg., investigations, real estate and insurance.
pamle and probation, fiscal and
personnel mgrot, correctional and
vocational rehabilitation, and research and statistics. U.S. citizenship requires’.
11%S. Naval Ordnance Test Station; ME, EE, aerospace, physics,
and math majors for positions as
junior professional employees who
will receive a systematic indoctrination to the technical work of the
station. A program is provided encompa.ssing 12 months or rotational
work assignments In the major
areas of research. development,
and test and evaluation of underwater weapons. U.S. citizenship
required.
- rsis,
’

interviews for

Electrical Eng!neers

Chi Alpha, 7 p.m., Chi Alpha
Student Center, 104 S. 13th, meeting every Monday.

and

campus

On

Palo Alto, California 94303

to--

(415)321-7428

ECONOMY SHOE REP kIR
291.4929
43 K. Simla Clara

L
Bond
Friday and Saturday
Luncheons
Tuesday fhru Saturday
(YN

fr’ r01

Tuesday, Thursday. Friday
Banquet
s
ailable
for Fraternitv and Sorority
Dances

1465 W. San Carlos Sf., San Jose

293-4570

STATE MEAT MARKET
Corner tith and Santo Vora

292-7726

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale arel Reh111

- THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS -

PORK CHOPS
GROUND BEEF
RIB STEAK well
FRYERS

lb 88

2

lb,. ir

lb.

lb.

19it
390

Plenty of FREE PARKING
Wholesale So Fraternities, Sororities and Boarding Houses

IT’S

O.K.

TO

OWE

KAY!

COAST TO COAST

YOUNG ADULTS
ACCOUNTS INVITED!

.’

ACCOUNTS OPENED

Srs’-i ,
4

IN

3

MINUTES!

A rompicte Line of Mstiondlly Advertised ProduetS

, ’,
111)’.

o

NO

MONEY

Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and lewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers
Phonographs
Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances

Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rinzs
Costume Jewelry
I Bracelets
Clocks

DOWN

A

YEAR

TO

PAY

No, this fellow need not spend a fortune on dinner. Ile and
date are going to ANGELO’S STEAK HOUSE where both
your tastes and wallet team -up at college pricea.

days.

Enclosed is $

or

Daily

Charcoal Broiled Bilt-eye Steak

10:30-3:30

Serred with green salad, potatoes, bread and butter /eaturing
a Erre Bowl of Chile

handy ordr blank.
cheek.

Make

check

Spartan Daily Clessifiels.

Start ad on ___..
(Dats)

for

Artists -

r_-

How does this sound

Send ln
Name

a.m.

How’s a Steak Dinner Sound
Before the Game?

Print you ad hare:
(C,ount 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Una)
Do Not Abbrevtate

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

litulding, Thud
5 15 pin ,
and San Antonio, regular meeting.
Millet, 11 a.m., HI, Richard ’Nosey, Professor of Art. SJS, kk
speak on Gilot’s "Life with l’icasso."
F1.11:4 Cyribig Association. 7:30
p.m., 340 S. Fourth St., Apt. 23,
election of officers tuld planning
of tours, membership open to all,
for further information call CY7-7463.

EDITING service, per job. Typing, per
page. 762 Melannie Ct. 292.2346.
TV’s for rent special student rates. $8.00
per month. 377-2935.

We Want Paintings

Shoes not fit for
Tri-C, 9:45

Job Interviews

LE MANS. 326 9399.
clutch & tmns
An Outstanding Professor
PART-TIME WAITER over 21 for A-I FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. Share
black vinyl in
iiitaurant. Evening work. $1.25 per hour large apt. with 3 others. 148 E. William, Award, which carries an honormileage. Must
plus r.lood tips. 968-1040.
# 18. 295-1548.
arium of $1,000 will be made to
two California State College proYOUNG MAN as manager of small sum’65 CHEVELLE Malibu. Good condition, mer resort. Must be earnest & ready for FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. AdorDistinguished
factory warranty. 2 door hardtop. Best ionq hours. Quarters furnished. Salary, able unapproved apt. at 129 N. 5th, fessors, and eight
Coll
295.3234.
#I6.
Teaching Awards, each carrying
offer. 245-4292 after 7 p.m.
$33 per month. Starts June I5th thru
an award of $500, will be given
’63 HONDA. MOO. Rebuilt engine, Labor Day. Submit resume to Box 13, 3 BEDROOM HOME. Carpets. Drapes.
Partly furnished. 720 S. 8th. $175 per SJS professors this spring. Nomigood mileage. Must sell. Best offer over Saratoga.
month. Call owner, 842-6454.
nations for both awards must be
$250. 282 S. 10th. *4. 286.9070.
EE MAJOR, upper division. Part time
turned in by Tuesday, Dr. Henry
! ’62 TRIUMPH Herald Convertible. Rea- employment. Schedule flexible but 20 HOUSE for rent. 4 bedrooms, fully furhour. minimum week desired between 8 nished. quiet. Lots of parking & storage. C. Meckel, chairman of the awards
sonable. 741 S. 6th. 295-8531.
a.m. & 4:30 p.m.. Mon..Fri. Includes full 2 blocks to SJS. $185. For information, committee, said.
’58 FORD. 2 door. V.8. New dark green time on all school vacations. Phone 243. call. 252.4247.
The Outstanding Professor
paint & upholstery. 4 chrome wheels. 3600. Underwriters’ Laboratories. Inc.
WANTED. I male roommate. Own bed Award established by the trustees
Perfect condition. $375. 295.4369.
DINNER HASHERS wanted di-S.A.E.
month.
10th,
#3.
room.
628
$50
a
S.
of California State Colleges is
’66 HONDA SO. Model CI10. Just won house. 184 S. 1 Ith. 295-9898. Ask for
295 2393.
in contest. Never used. $235. 293-9972. the Onward.
given for achievement in teaching,
155 S. Ilth. See Stu.
I OR 2 MALE roommates needed to scholarship and setvices to instituHOUSING 151
share 2 bedroom apt. with me. I, $60. tion, community and nation.
FULLY RESTORED 1923 Model T sedan.
Can be driven daily. Ideal fraternity car.
2, $40. 560 S. 10th. See manager.
The Distinguished Teaching
ANN DARLING Apts. 1 & 2 bedrooms.
$1700 or offer. 321-5171 after 4.
I GIRL wants same to share modern fur. Award is a new award recognizing
Way.
Marburg
33rd
&
No.
’59 TR3. $800. Sharon. 295-1710.
nished
/
bedroom
apt.
Only
$60
apiece.
in privets
excellence in college teaching.
’55 NASH METROPOLITAN. Good mo QUIET comfortable rooms
576 S. ath, #5 after 6 p.m.
Members of the awards commitversido scooter. home. 146 S. I4th, San Jose. Telephone
286,3025.
NEEDED. Second man to share a nice 1 tee are Dr. Henry C. Meckel, proc. 946 S429.
146 N. 9th. bedroom apt. 286-4135. $45, all utilities.
rooms.
6’
APT.
FURNISHED
’57 DODGE. 2.door hardp. Cjitorn
fessor of education and English,
appoint- 329 E San Fernando, #7,
tra-smission. Power Upstairs flat. $120. Shown by
Dr. Marion T. Bird, professor of
heater. One cwnnr. Rebuilt ment. Call 292-8226.
mathematics; Dr. Whitaker T.
LOST AND FOUND 16)
13
,Idt. $195. 253- FUKNISHED. I & 2 bedroom apts. for.
Deininger, professor of philosophy;
rent. 121 N. 8th or call 297-5203.
LOST.
Gold
identifictaion
bracelet. Dr. Edward W. Minium, professor
’61 RENAULT DAUPHINE. S280.- 470-K WANTED. 2 girls to share deluxe apt.
sides.
both
Names
on
If
found,
641
Please
month.
per
$45
others.
with two
11 lh. Soc mencler. 298.7157.
of psychology; and Dr. Benjamin
call 295.3442. Reward offered.
S. I Ith. 296-0362.
F. Naylor, professor of chemistry.
FURNISHED STUDIO APT. 74 E 8th.
FOR SALE 131
Documented nominations may be
PERSONALS 171
$80 per month. Call 292-7852.
submitted by any faculty memFIVE PAIR of skis with safety bindings.
HAVE 2 BEDROOM Victorian flat. Will CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
Only $10 each or make offer. Call share with I male roommate. Ivy, with
ber or student. All nominations
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold &
259-7586 after 5 p.m.
must include the name of the
exceptional taste. 2 blocks from campus. silver. G. Larimore. 354.1273.
ELECTRIC BASS GUITAR. 3/4 size-used 408 S. 3rd. *3. $45.
sponsor.
twice-with case. Stu. 295-9667.
for
2.
apt.
furnished
LARGE MODERN
SERVICES 18)
The committee submits one proORIENTAL WIG with block & stand-. w/w carpeting. patio deck, 1/2 block SJS.
fessor’s name to the Academie
Dark bmwn. Excellent condition. $50. 230 E. San Salvador. IV. 286-5100 after
A
T.V.
Esche’s--Call
RENT
251-2598.
$10
Senate, which makes the final
244.714/.
5. $125.
per month.
decision. The SJS committee makes
GIRLS’ 2 -s-pitth-d J. C. Higgins racer. MODERN 2 bedroom apt. Electric kit-26’. Hand brakes, basket in rear. Call chen. Carpets. 2 persons, $120. 3 or 4, EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable. he teaching awards.
286.5995 or 735 S. 6th St.
Phone 294-3772.
$130. 65 S. I Ith. 293-3126.
12 STRING GUITAR. German Framus.
21
& MARRIED. Receive aga 25 or over
cook.
Excellent
$69.
BOARD.
&
ROOM
CAW,. etc. included. Exceptional condi2 blocks to SJS. No curfew. Clean rooms rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
1.85. 286.2329.
annually.
Dave Towle. 244-9600. Class
293-4275.
KASTLE METAL Reinsenslalom 215 cm.
of ’59.
Nevada toe lift heel. Used twice. $150. NEEDED. I or 2 male roommates to
Included. used Scott poles. 293-0650 1 share 2 bedroom apt. with 2 others. 438 FAST, ACCURATE, GUARANTEED TYP.
ING in my home. Editing upon request.
p.m. to 4 p.m. daily.
S. 9th 1*6. 297.6117.
259-5118.
’63 PONTIAC TEMPEST
engine, new heavy duty
mission, dark bluegreen,
terior, bucket seats, low
sell. 293-5397.

TODAY
Sangho, 1:30 p.m., E323, spealcer
Dr. James Plaugher will talk on
"’Me Gandhi That Nobody Knew."
Phl Mu Alpha Stennis, Paganini
Quartet Concert, 8:15 p.m., Concert Hall, tickets on sale in Building R.
Sid Club, last day to sign up
for Heavenly Valley ski trip.
Spartan Shields. honorary men’s
sophomore organization, is taking
application.s for membership and
interkiews through Tuesday, March
1 in the College Union. Requirements include: 60 or fewer units,
a 2.25 GPA overall, a 2.25 GPA
last semester, and two extra-curricular activities.
International Students Organization, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and
B, movie, all welcome.
SATURDAY
Spartan Chi, 8 p.m., International Student Center, 285 S. Market, general meeting, dance.
Sigma Nu Alpha, 1 p.m., Faculty
Dining Room, installation of officers.
The Extenders, 9 p.m., Big Dipper, students interested in doing
volunteer work at Agnews State
Hospital.

TUESDAY, March 22
Vick Chemical Company; mgmt.,
sociology, mktg., econ., and psych.
Sparta Life editors are looking
majors for positions as sales or
in the April
product mgmt. - men under 26 for models to appear
of the campus
years - U.S. citizenship required. and May issues
feature magazine.
All interested persons am asked
OOPS!
to contact Miss Felicia Lowe,
(UPII-UniverHOLLYWOOD
Fashion Editor of Sparta Life. in
sal was required to re-shoot an JC117 between 1:30 and 3 p.m.,
llth century battle scene for "The Friday.
Warlord" when rushes revealed
Pictures taken at this time will
that two jet planes could be seen
be used for Sparta Life’s model
in the sky.
file. Those models selected from
the file will pose for the magaIlEIJP WANTED
zine’s advertisements and/or edi- SUNDAY
material
art
and
Part time paint
Spartan
torial material.
sales perses up Se 25 hours per
week-passible full time summer.
untart-Mr. Redmond,
San Jose Paint. Valley Fair Branch.
Open 5 Nights

Spartan Daily Classifieds
MALE TO TOUR EUROPE in summer, 2 GIRLS. Room/board for parttime work
needs companion to share expenses. 297- in nursery school. Close SJS. 286.0883.
7967 after 6:30 p.m.
TUTOR. For statics. Call Jim, 258.2986.
PROFESSOR’S WIFE needs conscientious
AUTOMOTIVE (21
mother’s helper with own transportation.
’61 IMPALA, r/h, excellent condition. Minimum of 15 hours per week. 252-3801.
Must see and drive. Phone 297.1893. CHILD CARE. Tues. & Thurs. from 9 a.m.
Make offer.
to I p.m. Santa Clara, on bus line. 248-

Spartaguide

Summer Job ’ROTC Aide
Interviews Visits SJS

Phone 294-6414. Ed. 246e

$1.35

Enclose
oat

to

OPEN 21 HOURS Fridays and Saturdays
NMI Farr,

rce perking el AI%

Valley Fair Shopping Center
248.3040 - Open Mon. flue Fri. Ill 9.30 p.m.
38 S. 3Td

ANGELO’S STEAK HOUSE
;2 I. ’,mt., 11.11.1 ,t

65 So. First St.
Downtown
We validate all downtown lot tickets
292-4910 - Open ’til 9 Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Nites

SUllallyVaie

209 So. Taaffe St.

739.0591 - Open ’111 9

Thurs. & Fri. Niles

FREE
PARKING

